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1 Introduction

We devote this section to some conventions and a review of some standard background material on
graded modules and rings, see for instance [19, II, §11, pp. 163–176]. All rings are commutative with
unity, Γ or sometimes G will denote a grading commutative monoid (that is, a commutative monoid,
written additively, with an identity element denoted by 0), and all the graded rings and modules are
graded by Γ . By a graded ring R, we mean a ring graded by Γ , that is, a direct sum of subgroups Rα of R
such that RαRβ ⊆ Rα+β for every α,β ∈ Γ . A nonzero element x ∈ R is called homogeneous if it belongs
to one of the Rα, homogeneous of degree α if x ∈ Rα. The element 0 is therefore homogeneous of all
degrees; but if x , 0 is homogeneous, it belongs to only one of the Rα; the index α such that x ∈ Rα is
then called the degree of x and is sometimes denoted by deg(x). Every y ∈ R may be written uniquely
as a sum

∑
α yα of homogeneous elements with yα ∈ Rα; yα is called the homogeneous component of

degree α of y. If Γ is cancellative, that is if every element of Γ is cancellable (An element δ of the
grading monoid Γ is called cancellable if the relation λ + δ = µ + δ implies λ = µ, for every λ,µ ∈ Γ ),
then R0 is a subring of R (and in particular 1 ∈ R0).

By a graded R-module M =
⊕

α∈Γ Mα, we mean an R-module graded by Γ , that is, a direct sum of
subgroups Mα of M such that RαMβ ⊆ Mα+β for every α,β ∈ Γ . A graded R-module M is called a
graded-free R-module if there exists a basis (mι)ι∈I of M consisting of homogeneous elements. Note
that, any graded-free R-module is a free R-module; the converse is false [48, p. 21]. When Γ is
cancellative, the Mα are R0-modules. Clearly, R is a graded R-module. We can form a new graded
R-module by twisting the grading on M as follows: if Γ ∋ α0 is cancellable (that is, the relation
λ + α0 = µ + α0 implies λ = µ, for every λ,µ ∈ Γ ), define M(α0) =

⊕
α∈Γ M(α0)α (read “M twisted by

α0”), by M(α0)α = Mα+α0
. When Γ is a group, the underlying R-module of the graded R-module

M(α0) is identified with M.
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Let R and R′ be two graded rings, a ring homomorphism h : R→ R′ is called graded if h(Rα) ⊆ R′α
for all α ∈ Γ . A graded ring isomorphism is a bijective graded ring homomorphism. Let M and M ′ be
two graded R-modules and let u : M → M ′ be an R-module homomorphism and δ ∈ Γ ; u is called
graded of degree δ if u(Mα) ⊆M ′α+δ for all α ∈ Γ . An R-module homomorphism u : M →M ′ is called
graded if there exists δ ∈ Γ such that u is graded of degree δ. A graded R-module isomorphism is a
bijective graded R-module homomorphism of degree 0. If u , 0 and Γ is cancellative, the degree of
u is then determined uniquely. An exact sequence of graded R-modules is an exact sequence where the
R-modules and the R-module homomorphisms in question are graded.

A submodule N of M is called homogeneous if N =
⊕

α∈Γ (N ∩Mα). It is well known that the
following are equivalent for a submodule N of M: (1) N is homogeneous; (2) the homogeneous
components of every element of N belong to N ; (3) N is generated by homogeneous elements. A
homogeneous submodule of R is called a homogeneous ideal of R. If N is a homogeneous submodule
of a graded R-module M, then M/N is a graded R-module, where (M/N )α := (Mα +N )/N . If I is a
homogeneous ideal of a graded ring R, then R/I is a graded ring, where (R/I)α := (Rα + I)/I .

Let R be a graded ring and let M be a graded R-module. If the grading monoid Γ is a group and
if S is a multiplicatively closed set of homogeneous elements of R, then S−1R is a graded ring and
S−1M is a graded S−1R-module, where (S−1R)i = { rs | r ∈ Rj , s ∈ Rk and j−k = i} and (S−1M)i = {ms |m ∈
Mj , s ∈ Rk and j − k = i}.

A direct system (Rλ,φµλ) of graded rings is a direct system of rings such that each Rλ is graded and
each φµλ is a homomorphism of graded rings. If (Rαλ)α∈Γ is the graduation of Rλ and if we write
R = lim−−→Rλ, Rα = lim−−→R

α
λ , then (Rα)α∈Γ is a graduation of R and R is a graded ring. If φλ : Rλ → R is

the canonical mapping, φλ is a homomorphism of graded rings.
Let R be a graded ring and let M and N be graded R-modules. Define (M ⊗R N )λ as the additive

group ofM⊗RN generated by the xµ⊗yν , where xµ ∈Mµ, yν ∈Nν and µ+ν = λ. Then ((M ⊗RN )λ)λ∈Γ
is a graduation of M ⊗R N and M ⊗R N is a graded R-module. Let M ′ and N ′ be other graded R-
modules and u : M → M ′, v : N → N ′ be graded homomorphisms of respective degrees α and β.
Then u ⊗ v is a graded R-module homomorphism of degree α + β.

Let R be a graded ring and let M and N be graded R-modules. If the grading monoid Γ is a
group and if M is finitely generated, then HomR(M,N ) is a graded R-module, where (HomR(M,N ))α
denotes the additive group of graded homomorphisms of degree α of M into N .

2 Commutative graded-coherent rings

Let R =
⊕

α∈Γ Rα be a commutative ring with unity graded by an arbitrary grading commutative
monoid Γ . We say that R is a graded-coherent ring if every finitely generated homogeneous ideal
of R is finitely presented. In this section, all the results of which, unless otherwise stated are taken
from [14], where the authors generalized several facts on coherent rings to graded-coherent rings.
Let R be a ring. An R-module M is called a finitely presented R-module if there is a finite presentation
of M, that is, an exact sequence F1→ F0→M→ 0 of R-modules such that both F0 and F1 are finitely
generated free R-modules. Any finitely presented R-module is a finitely generated R-module; while
the converse holds for Noetherian rings R, even though the converse is false in general. A finitely
generated R-module M is said to be a coherent R-module if every finitely generated submodule of M
is finitely presented; and a ring R is said to be a coherent ring if R is coherent as an R-module. An
excellent summary of the works done on coherence up to 1989 can be found in [31]. See for instance
[2, 16, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 32, 33, 37, 56, 57].

Among the many generalizations of the concept of coherence has known, there is a version linked
the notion of graded modules and graded rings. The notion of graded-coherent rings, for rings
graded by Z, was introduced by Cohen [22]. Let R be a graded ring. A finitely generated graded
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R-module M is said to be a graded-coherent R-module if every finitely generated homogeneous sub-
module of M is finitely presented; and a graded ring R is said to be a graded-coherent ring if it is
graded-coherent as a graded R-module.

2.1 Graded-coherent modules

Definition 2.1. [14, Definition 2.1] Let R be a graded ring. A finitely generated graded R-module
M is called a graded-coherent R-module if every finitely generated homogeneous submodule of M is
finitely presented.

The next remark collects some immediate classes of graded-coherent modules.

Remark 2.2. [14, Remark 2.2] Let R be a graded ring. Then:

1. Every finitely generated homogeneous submodule of a graded-coherent R-module is a graded-
coherent R-module.

2. Any coherent graded R-module is a graded-coherent R-module.

Recall from the introduction that if R is a graded ring and F is a graded R-module, then F is
called a graded-free R-module if there exists a basis of F consisting of homogeneous elements. The
next proposition characterizes graded-coherent modules, in the case where the grading monoid is a
group.

Proposition 2.3. [14, Proposition 2.3] Assume that the grading monoid Γ is a group. Let R be a graded
ring and let M be a finitely generated graded R-module. The following assertions are equivalent:

1. M is graded-coherent.

2. The kernel of every graded R-module homomorphism F→M, where F is a finitely generated graded-
free R-module, is finitely generated.

3. The kernel of every graded R-module homomorphism N →M, where N is a finitely generated graded
R-module, is finitely generated.

The next result yields most of the elementary properties of graded-coherent modules.

Theorem 2.4. [14, Theorem 2.4] Let R be a graded ring and let 0→ P
α−→ N

β
−→ M → 0 be an exact

sequence of graded R-modules. Then:

1. If P is finitely generated, N is graded-coherent and β has a cancellable degree, then M is
graded-coherent.

2. If M and P are graded-coherent and α has a cancellable degree, then N is graded-coherent.

3. If M and N are graded-coherent , then so is P .

The monoid Γ is said to be cancellative if every element of Γ is cancellable. Here are some corollaries
of Theorem 2.4.
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Corollary 2.5. [14, Corollary 2.5] Assume that the grading monoid Γ is cancellative. Let R be a graded
ring and let 0→ P → N →M → 0 be an exact sequence of graded R-modules. If any two of the modules
P , N and M are graded-coherent, then so is the third.

Corollary 2.6. [14, Corollary 2.6] Let R be a graded ring and let f : M → N be a graded R-module
homomorphism with M and N graded-coherent. Then:

1. Im(f ) and Coker(f ) are graded-coherent R-modules.

2. If f has a cancellable degree, then Ker(f ) is a graded-coherent R-module.

Corollary 2.7. [14, Corollary 2.7] Every finite direct sum of graded-coherent R-modules is a graded-
coherent R-module.

Corollary 2.8. [14, Corollary 2.8] If M and N are two finitely generated homogeneous submodules of a
graded-coherent R-module E, then M +N and M ∩N are graded-coherent.

Corollary 2.9. [14, Corollary 2.9] Assume that the grading monoid Γ is a group. Let R be a graded ring
and let M and N be two graded-coherent R-modules. Then M ⊗RN and HomR(M,N ) are graded-coherent
R-modules.

Recall from the Introduction that if R is a graded ring, N is a graded R-module and α0 is a can-
cellable element of Γ , then we can form a new graded R-module N (α0) by twisting the grading on N
as follows: defineN (α0) =

⊕
α∈Γ N (α0)α whereN (α0)α =Nα+α0

. To prove the previous Corollary 2.9,
the authors established the following lemma.

Lemma 2.10. [14, Lemma 2.10] Assume that the grading monoid Γ is a group. If N is a graded-coherent
R-module, then the twisting N (λ) is a graded-coherent R-module for every λ ∈ Γ .

The next proposition clarifies the situation for localizations of graded-coherent modules.

Proposition 2.11. [14, Proposition 2.11] Assume that the grading monoid Γ is a group. Let R be a graded
ring and let S be a multiplicatively closed set of homogeneous elements of R. If M is a graded-coherent
R-module, then S−1M is a graded-coherent S−1R-module.

This section is closed with a result concerning scalar restrictions.

Theorem 2.12. [14, Theorem 2.12] Let φ : R→ S be a graded ring homomorphism and let M be a
graded S-module. Then:

1. If the R-module S is finitely generated and M is graded-coherent over R, then M is graded-
coherent over S

2. If φ is surjective and the R-module S is finitely presented and M is graded-coherent over S,
then M is graded-coherent over R.
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2.2 Graded-coherent rings

This section initiates the study of graded-coherent rings.

Definition 2.13. [14, Definition 3.1] A graded ring R is called a graded-coherent ring if it is graded-
coherent as a graded R-module, that is, if every finitely generated homogeneous ideal of R is finitely
presented.

Obviously, every coherent graded ring is a graded-coherent ring. The converse is not true in gen-
eral, that is, there exist graded-coherent rings which are not coherent, as shown by the following
example.

Example 2.14. [14, Example 3.2] If A is a countable direct product of Q[[t,u]]’s, then the polynomial
ring A[X] is graded-coherent but not coherent (where A[X] is graded by N via (A[X])n = AXn for
every n ∈N).

The next result characterizes graded-coherent rings.

Theorem 2.15. [14, Theorem 3.3] Let R be a graded ring. Consider the following assertions:

1. R is a graded-coherent ring.

2. Every finitely presented graded R-module is graded-coherent.

3. Every finitely generated homogeneous submodule of a graded-free R-module is finitely pre-
sented.

4. (I : a) is finitely generated, for every finitely generated homogeneous ideal I of R and for every
homogeneous element a ∈ R.

5. (0 : a) is finitely generated, for every homogeneous element a ∈ R and the intersection of two
finitely generated homogeneous ideals of R is finitely generated.

Then (1) ⇔ (4) ⇔ (5). Moreover, if the grading monoid Γ is a group, then the five assertions are
equivalent.

Example 2.16. [14, Example 3.4] Armed with Theorem 2.15, the authors in [14] were able to produce
many examples of graded-coherent rings:

1. Graded-Noetherian rings, that is, graded rings in which every homogeneous ideal is finitely
generated, see [20].

2. Graded-valuation domains, see [4].

3. Graded Prüfer domains, see [5].

The next result is an analogue of the fact that the coherence property for rings is stable under
direct limit for directed families of rings whose transition maps are flat, [18, I, Exercice 12, e), p. 63].
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Theorem 2.17. [14, Theorem 3.5] Let (Rλ)λ∈S be a direct system of graded rings and let R := lim−−→Rλ.
Assume that R is a flat Rλ-module and that Rλ is a graded-coherent ring for every λ ∈ S. Then R is a
graded-coherent ring.

Let R be a ring and let {x1, ...,xd} be (commuting) algebraically independent indeterminates over
R. For m = (m1, ...,md) ∈Nd , let xm = xm1

1 ...xmd

d . Then the polynomial ring S = R[x1, ...,xd] is graded by
N, via

Sn =

 ∑
m∈Nd

rmx
m
∣∣∣rm ∈ R and d∑

i=1

mi = n

 .
As an application of Theorem 2.17, we have:

Corollary 2.18. [14, Corollary 3.6] Let R be a ring and let {x1,x2, ...} be (commuting) algebraically inde-
pendent indeterminates over R such that R[x1, ...,xd] is a graded-coherent ring for all positive integers d.
Then R[x1,x2, ...] is a graded-coherent ring.

The following result clarifies the situation for factor rings of graded-coherent rings.

Theorem 2.19. [14, Theorem 3.7] Let I be a homogeneous ideal of a graded ring R. Then:

1. If R is a graded-coherent ring and I is finitely generated, then R/I is a graded-coherent ring.

2. If R/I is a graded-coherent ring and I is a graded-coherent R-module, then R is a graded-
coherent ring.

If A is a ring, then the polynomial ring S = A[X] is graded by N via Sn = AXn for every n ∈N. New
examples of graded-coherent rings may stem from Theorem 2.19 and Example 2.14, as shown by the
following constructions.

Example 2.20. [14, Example 3.8] If A is a countable direct product of Q[[t,u]]’s, then A[X]/(Xs) is an
N-graded-coherent ring for all s ∈N.

The next result, concerning localisation of graded-coherent rings, is straightforward, by Proposi-
tion 2.11.

Proposition 2.21. [14, Proposition 3.9] Assume that the grading monoid Γ is a group. If R is a graded-
coherent ring and S is a multiplicatively closed set of homogeneous elements of R, then S−1R is a graded-
coherent ring.

If A is a ring, then the polynomial ring S = A[X] is graded by Z via Sn = AXn for n ≥ 0 and
Sn = 0 for n < 0. Another example of a graded-coherent ring is provided by Proposition 2.21 and
Example 2.14.

Example 2.22. [14, Example 3.10] If A is a countable direct product of Q[[t,u]]’s, then the Laurent
polynomial ring A[X,X−1] is a Z-graded-coherent ring.

This section is closed by a result concerning the product of graded-coherent rings.

Proposition 2.23. [14, Proposition 3.11] Let R1 and R2 be graded rings. Then R1 and R2 are graded-
coherent rings if and only if R1 ×R2 is a graded-coherent ring.
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3 Uniformly graded-coherent rings

Let R =
⊕

α∈Γ Rα be a ring graded by an arbitrary grading abelian group Γ . R is called a uniformly
graded-coherent ring if there is a map φ : N→N such that for every n ∈N, and any nonzero graded
R-module homomorphism f :

⊕n
i=1R(−λi)→ R of degree 0, where λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf

can be generated by φ(n) homogeneous elements. In this this section, all the results of which, unless
otherwise stated, are shown in [15], the authors provide many elementary properties of uniformly
graded-coherent rings.

Let R be a ring. A finitely generated R-module M is said to be a uniformly coherent R-module if
there is a map φ : N → N such that for every n ∈ N, and any nonzero R-module homomorphism
f : Rn→M, kerf can be generated by φ(n) elements; and a ring R is said to be a uniformly coherent
ring if R is uniformly coherent as an R-module.

It is interesting to note that in [15], the authors generalized the concept of uniform coherence to
the context of Γ -graded rings and modules, as follows. Let R be a graded ring. A finitely generated
graded R-module M is said to be a uniformly gr-coherent R-module if there is a map φ : N→N such
that for every n ∈ N, and any nonzero graded R-module homomorphism f :

⊕n
i=1R(−λi) → M of

degree 0, where λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n) homogeneous elements; the
map φ is called a uniformity map of M. The graded ring R is said to be a uniformly gr-coherent ring
if it is uniformly gr-coherent as a graded R-module. The diagram bellow (Figure 1), summarizes the
relations between the (graded-) coherent like notions involved in this section.

R uniformly coherent ring

plus, R satisfies (∗)

R uniformly gr-coherent ring R coherent ring

R gr-coherent ring

(∗) Rα = 0 for all but finitely many α ∈ Γ .

Figure 1: The relations between the (graded-) coherent like notions for a graded ring R.
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3.1 Uniformly gr-coherent modules

This section introduces the notion of uniformly gr-coherent modules and provides some of their
properties.

Definition 3.1. [15, Definition 2.1] Let R be a graded ring. A finitely generated graded R-module M
is called a uniformly gr-coherent R-module if there is a map φ : N→N such that for every n ∈N,
and any nonzero graded R-module homomorphism f :

⊕n
i=1R(−λi)→M of degree 0, where λ1,...,λn

are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n) homogeneous elements. The map φ is called a
uniformity map of M.

For a graded ring R and a graded R-module M, let µR(M) denote the minimal number of homoge-
neous generators of M. The next proposition characterizes uniformly gr-coherent modules.

Proposition 3.2. [15, Proposition 2.2] Let R be a graded ring and let M be a finitely generated graded
R-module. The following assertions are equivalent:

1. M is uniformly gr-coherent.

2. For every n ∈N, supf µR(kerf ) <∞, where f runs over the set of nonzero graded R-module homo-
morphisms

⊕n
i=1R(−λi)→M of degree 0, with degrees λ1,...,λn in Γ .

3. There is a map φ : N → N such that for every n ∈ N, and any nonzero graded R-module homo-
morphism f :

⊕n
i=1R(−λi)→ M, where λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n)

homogeneous elements.

The next proposition collects some classes of uniformly gr-coherent modules.

Proposition 3.3. [15, Proposition 2.3] Let R be a graded ring. Then:

1. Every finitely generated homogeneous submodule of a uniformly gr-coherent R-module is a uniformly
gr-coherent R-module.

2. Assume that Rα = 0 for all but finitely many α ∈ Γ . Then any uniformly coherent graded R-module
is a uniformly gr-coherent R-module.

Recall from the introduction that, if R is a graded ring and M is a finitely generated graded R-
module, then M is called a gr-coherent R-module if every finitely generated homogeneous submodule
of M is finitely presented. The following result gives a necessary condition for a graded module to
be uniformly gr-coherent.

Proposition 3.4. [15, Proposition 2.4] Let R be a graded ring. Then every uniformly gr-coherent R-module
is a gr-coherent R-module.

The next theorem yields most of the elementary properties of uniformly gr-coherent modules.
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Theorem 3.5. [15, Theorem 2.5] Let R be a graded ring and let 0→ P
α−→ N

β
−→ M → 0 be an exact

sequence of graded R-modules. Then:

1. If P is finitely generated and N is uniformly gr-coherent, then M is uniformly gr-coherent.

2. If M and P are uniformly gr-coherent, then so is N .

3. If M is finitely presented and N is uniformly gr-coherent, then P is uniformly gr-coherent.

Before proving Theorem 3.5, the authors had established the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6. [15, Lemma 2.6] Let R be a graded ring, N a graded R-module and λ ∈ Γ . Then, N is
uniformly gr-coherent if and only if N (λ) is uniformly gr-coherent.

Here are some corollaries of Theorem 3.5.

Corollary 3.7. [15, Corollary 2.7] Let R be a graded ring and let 0 → P → N → M → 0 be an exact
sequence of graded R-modules. If any two of the modules P , N and M are uniformly gr-coherent, then so is
the third.

Corollary 3.8. [15, Corollary 2.8] Let R be a graded ring and let f : M → N be a graded R-module
homomorphism. If M and N are uniformly gr-coherent, then so are ker(f ), im(f ) and coker(f ).

Corollary 3.9. [15, Corollary 2.9] Every finite direct sum of uniformly gr-coherent R-modules is a uni-
formly gr-coherent R-module.

Corollary 3.10. [15, Corollary 2.10] If M and N are two finitely generated homogeneous submodules of a
uniformly gr-coherent R-module E, then M +N and M ∩N are uniformly gr-coherent.

Corollary 3.11. [15, Corollary 2.11] LetR be a graded ring,M a finitely presented gradedR-module andN
a uniformly gr-coherent R-module. Then M ⊗RN and HomR(M,N ) are uniformly gr-coherent R-modules.

The next proposition clarifies the situation for localizations of uniformly gr-coherent modules.

Proposition 3.12. [15, Proposition 2.12] Let R be a graded ring and S a multiplicatively closed set of
homogeneous elements of R. If M is a uniformly gr-coherent R-module, then S−1M is a uniformly gr-
coherent S−1R-module.

This subsection is closed by a result concerning scalar restrictions.

Theorem 3.13. [15, Theorem 2.13] Let φ : R→ S be a graded ring homomorphism and M a graded
S-module. If the graded R-module S is finitely generated and M is uniformly gr-coherent over R,
then M is uniformly gr-coherent over S.
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3.2 Uniformly gr-coherent rings

This subsection initiates the study of uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Definition 3.14. [15, Defintion 3.1] A graded ring R is called a uniformly gr-coherent ring if it is
uniformly gr-coherent as a graded R-module, that is, if there is a map φ : N→N such that for every
n ∈N, and any nonzero graded R-module homomorphism f :

⊕n
i=1R(−λi)→ R of degree 0, where

λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n) homogeneous elements. The map φ is called
a uniformity map of R.

The next proposition presents the relation between the notion of “uniform gr-coherence” and that
of “uniform coherence”.

Proposition 3.15. [15, Proposition 3.2] Let R be a graded ring such that Rα = 0 for all but finitely many
α ∈ Γ . If R is a uniformly coherent ring, then R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

Every ring R can be graded trivially by Γ , via R0 = R and Rα = 0 for α , 0. The following Corollary
shows that, for trivially graded rings, the concepts of “uniform gr-coherence” and “uniform coher-
ence” coincide.

Corollary 3.16. [15, Corollary 3.3] Let R be a trivially graded ring. Then, R is a uniformly coherent ring
if and only if R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

Let A be a ring and let {X1, ...,Xn} be indeterminates over A. For m = (m1, ...,mn) ∈ Zn, let Xm =
Xm1

1 ...Xmn
n . Then the Laurent polynomial ring R = A[X1,X

−1
1 , ...,Xn,X

−1
n ] is graded by Z

n, via Rm =
{aXm|a ∈ A} for everym ∈Zn. The next result gives an example of a uniformly gr-coherent ring which
is not uniformly coherent.

Example 3.17. [15, Example 3.4] Let R = K[X1,X
−1
1 , ...,Xn,X

−1
n ] be the Laurent polynomial ring over

a field K with n > 2 indeterminates. Then R is a graded-field (so a uniformly gr-coherent ring, by
Example 3.25 (1)) which is not uniformly coherent.

Let A be a ring and let {X1, ...,Xd} be indeterminates over A. For m = (m1, ...,md) ∈ Nd , let Xm =
Xm1

1 ...Xmd

d . Then the polynomial ring B = A[X1, ...,Xd] is graded by Z, via

Bn =

 ∑
m∈Nd

amX
m
∣∣∣∣∣am ∈ A and d∑

i=1

mi = n


for n ≥ 0 and Bn = 0 for n < 0. Our next two examples illustrate Proposition 3.15.

Example 3.18. [15, Example 3.5] Let D be a PID and X an indeterminate over D. Then D[X]/(Xn) is
a uniformly gr-coherent ring, for every n ∈N.
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Example 3.19. [15, Example 3.6] Let K be a field and let X and Y be indeterminates over K . Then
K[X,Y ]/(Xn,Ym) is a uniformly gr-coherent ring, for every n,m ∈N.

Recall from the second section that, a graded ring R is called a gr-coherent ring if every finitely
generated homogeneous ideal of R is finitely presented. The next result presents the relation between
the notion of “uniform gr-coherence” and that of “gr-coherence”.

Proposition 3.20. [15, Proposition 3.7] Every uniformly gr-coherent ring is a gr-coherent ring.

The converse of Proposition 3.20 fails: the easiest example is any trivially graded ring which is
coherent but not uniformly coherent; a nontrivially graded example is provided by Example 3.29.
The next Theorem characterizes uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Theorem 3.21. [15, Theorem 3.8] Let R be a graded ring. The following assertions are equivalent:

1. R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

2. Every finitely presented graded R-module is uniformly gr-coherent.

3.
⊕n

i=1R(−λi) is a uniformly gr-coherentR-module, for every n ∈N and any degrees λ1, ...,λn ∈ Γ .

4. There is a map ψ : N → N such that for every n ∈ N, and any homogeneous ideal I of R
generated by n homogeneous elements and any homogeneous element a ∈ R, (I : a) can be
generated by ψ(n) homogeneous elements.

5. (a) There is an integer s ∈ N such that for every homogeneous element a ∈ R, (0 : a) can be
generated by s homogeneous elements, and

(b) There is a map χ : N2→N such that for every (n,m) ∈N2, and any homogeneous ideals I
and J of R generated respectively by n andm homogeneous elements, I∩J can be generated
by χ(n,m) homogeneous elements.

Before proving Theorem 3.21, the authors had established the following lemmas.

Lemma 3.22. [15, Lemma 3.9] Let R be a graded ring and u1, ...,un+1 some homogeneous elements of R
of degrees λ1, ...,λn+1 respectively. Set I = (u1, ...,un) and J = I + Run+1. Consider the following exact
sequences of graded R-modules:

0→ kerf ↪→
n+1⊕
i=1

R(−λi)
f
−→ J → 0,

0→ kerg ↪→
n⊕
i=1

R(−λi)
g
−→ I → 0,

with f (ej ) = g(ej ) = uj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n and f (en+1) = un+1 where
(
ej
)n+1

j=1
is the canonical basis of Rn+1. Then

there exists a graded R-module homomorphism α : kerf → (I : un+1) such that the sequence of graded
R-modules 0→ kerg ↪→ kerf

α−→ (I : un+1)→ 0 is exact.
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Lemma 3.23. [15, Lemma 3.10] Let R be a graded ring and u1, ...,un+m some homogeneous elements of R
of degrees λ1, ...,λn+m respectively. Set I = (u1, ...,un) and J = (un+1, ...,un+m). Consider, as in Lemma 3.22,
the following exact sequences of graded R-modules:

0→ kerf ↪→
n⊕
i=1

R(−λi)
f
−→ I → 0,

0→ kerg ↪→
m⊕
i=1

R(−λn+i)
g
−→ J → 0,

0→ kerh ↪→
n+m⊕
i=1

R(−λi)
h−→ I + J → 0.

Then there exists a graded R-module homomorphism β : kerh → I ∩ J such that the sequence of graded

R-modules 0→ kerf ×kerg ↪→ kerh
β
−→ I ∩ J → 0 is exact.

Remark 3.24. [15, Remark 3.11] Theorem 3.21 remains valid if the condition (5)(b) is weakened to:
there is a map χ : N→N such that for every n ∈N, and any homogeneous element a ∈ R and any
homogeneous ideal I of R generated by n homogeneous elements, I ∩ Ra can be generated by χ(n)
homogeneous elements.

Armed with Theorem 3.21, the authors in [15] were able to produce many examples of uniformly
gr-coherent rings.

Example 3.25. [15, Example 3.12] By Theorem 3.21(5), the following graded rings are uniformly
gr-coherent with uniformities of graded-coherence s = 1 and χ(n,m) = 1:

1. Graded-fields, that is, graded rings in which every nonzero homogeneous element is invertible,
see [61].

2. Graded-PIDs, that is, graded rings in which every homogeneous ideal is generated by one ho-
mogeneous element, see [9].

3. Graded-valuation domains, that is, graded integral domains in which the set of homogeneous
ideals is totally ordered under inclusion, see [4].

By applying Theorem 3.21 to trivially graded rings and using Corollary 3.16, the following corol-
lary characterizes uniformly coherent rings (cf. [57, p. 165]).

Corollary 3.26. [15, Corollary 3.13] Let R be a ring. The following assertions are equivalent:

1. R is a uniformly coherent ring.

2. There is a map ψ : N→N such that for every n ∈N, and any element a ∈ R and any ideal I of R
generated by n elements, (I : a) can be generated by ψ(n) elements.

3. (a) There is an integer s ∈N such that for every element a ∈ R, (0 : a) can be generated by s elements,
and
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(b) There is a map χ : N→N such that for every n ∈N, and any element a ∈ R and any ideal I of
R generated by n elements, I ∩Ra can be generated by χ(n) elements.

The next proposition determines when the group ring A[X;Γ ] over a ring A, is (uniformly) gr-
coherent.

Proposition 3.27. [15, Proposition 3.14] Let R = A[X;Γ ] be the group ring of Γ over a ring A graded by
deg(aXα) = α for every 0 , a ∈ A and α ∈ Γ . Then, R is a (uniformly) gr-coherent ring if and only if A is a
(uniformly) coherent ring.

Lemma 3.28. [15, Lemma 3.15] Let R = A[X;Γ ] be the group ring of Γ over a ring A. Then the extension
mapping E : I 7→ IR induces a bijection from the ideals of A to the homogeneous ideals of R. Moreover, an
ideal I of A is generated by n elements if and only if IR is generated by n homogeneous elements.

Armed with Proposition 3.27, the authors in [15] were able to produce examples of gr-coherent
rings which are not uniformly gr-coherent.

Example 3.29. [15, Example 3.16] If A is a coherent ring which is not uniformly coherent, then the
group ring A[X;Γ ] is gr-coherent but not uniformly gr-coherent.

The next theorem examines direct limits of uniformly gr-coherent rings (cf. [18, I, Exercice 12, e),
p. 63]).

Theorem 3.30. [15, Theorem 3.17] Let (Rλ)λ∈S be a direct system of graded rings and R := lim−−→Rλ.
Assume that R is a flat Rλ-module and that Rλ is a uniformly gr-coherent ring with uniformity map
χλ = χ for every λ ∈ S. Then R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

Let R be a ring and let {X1, ...,Xd} be indeterminates over R. For m = (m1, ...,md) ∈ Nd , let Xm =
Xm1

1 ...Xmd

d . Then the polynomial ring S = R[X1, ...,Xd] is graded by Z, via

Sn =

 ∑
m∈Nd

amX
m
∣∣∣∣∣am ∈ R and d∑

i=1

mi = n


for n ≥ 0 and Sn = 0 for n < 0. As an application of Theorem 3.30, we have:

Corollary 3.31. [15, Corollary 3.18] Let R be a ring and let {X1,X2, ...} be indeterminates over R such that
R[X1, ...,Xd] is a uniformly gr-coherent ring with uniformity map χd = χ for all positive integers d. Then
R[X1,X2, ...] is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

The following result concerns factor rings of uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Theorem 3.32. [15, Theorem 3.19] If R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring and I is a finitely generated
homogeneous ideal of R, then R/I is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.
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The next result clarifies the situation for localisations of uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Proposition 3.33. [15, Proposition 3.20] If R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring and S a multiplicatively
closed set of homogeneous elements of R, then S−1R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

We close by a result about product of uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Proposition 3.34. [15, Proposition 3.21] Let R1 and R2 be graded rings. Then R1 and R2 are uniformly
gr-coherent rings if and only if R1 ×R2 is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

4 Weakly uniformly graded-coherent rings

It is interesting to note that in [53], the author generalized the concept of weakly uniform coher-
ence to the context of Γ -graded rings and modules, as follows. Let R =

⊕
α∈Γ Rα be a ring graded

by an arbitrary grading abelian group Γ . R is called weakly uniformly graded-coherent ring if there
is a map φ : N→N such that for every n ∈N, and any nonzero graded R-module homomorphism
f :

⊕n
i=1R(−λi) → R of degree 0, where λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n)

elements (not necessary homogeneous).
In this section, we survey the elementary properties of weakly uniformly graded-coherent rings

provided and shown by the author in [53].

The author investigated a particular class of uniformly gr-coherent rings (and modules) that he
called weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings (and modules). LetR be a graded ring. A finitely generated
graded R-module M is said to be a weakly uniformly gr-coherent R-module if there is a map φ : N→N

such that for every n ∈N, and any nonzero graded R-module homomorphism f :
⊕n

i=1R(−λi)→M
of degree 0, where λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n) elements (not necessary
homogeneous); the map φ is called a uniformity map of M. The graded ring R is said to be a weakly
uniformly gr-coherent ring if it is weakly uniformly gr-coherent as a graded R-module. The diagram
bellow (Figure 2) summarizes the relations between the (graded-) coherent like notions involved in
this section.

4.1 Weakly uniformly gr-coherent modules

This subsection defines weakly uniformly gr-coherent modules and provides their properties.

Definition 4.1. [53, Definition 2.1] Let R be a graded ring. A finitely generated graded R-module M
is called a weakly uniformly gr-coherent R-module if there is a map φ : N→N such that for every
n ∈N, and any nonzero graded R-module homomorphism f :

⊕n
i=1R(−λi)→M of degree 0, where

λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n) elements (not necessary homogeneous). The
map φ is called a uniformity map of M.

Another way to look at this definition is the following. For a ring R and an R-module M, let µR(M)
denote the minimal number of generators of M. A finitely generated graded R-module M is weakly
uniformly gr-coherent⇔ for every n ∈N, supf µR(kerf ) <∞, where f runs over the set of nonzero
graded R-module homomorphisms

⊕n
i=1R(−λi)→M of degree 0, with degrees λ1,...,λn in Γ .
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R uniformly coherent ring

R uniformly gr-coherent ring

R weakly uniformly gr-coherent ring R coherent ring

R gr-coherent ring

Figure 2: The relations between the (graded-) coherent like notions for a graded ring R.

Remark 4.2. [53, Remark 2.2] Every finitely generated homogeneous submodule of a weakly uni-
formly gr-coherent R-module is a weakly uniformly gr-coherent R-module.

Let R be a Γ -graded ring. By sup(R) = {α ∈ Γ ,Rα , 0} we denote the support of the graded ring R.
In case sup(R) is a finite set we will write sup(R) <∞ and then R is said to be a Γ -graded ring of finite
support [48].

The next proposition collects some classes of weakly uniformly gr-coherent modules.

Proposition 4.3. [53, Proposition 2.3] Let R be a graded ring. Then:

1. Every uniformly coherent graded R-module is weakly uniformly gr-coherent.

2. (a) Every uniformly gr-coherent R-module is weakly uniformly gr-coherent.

(b) Assume that R is of finite support.
Then any weakly uniformly gr-coherent R-module is uniformly gr-coherent.

3. Every weakly uniformly gr-coherent R-module is a gr-coherent R-module.

Theorem 4.4. [53, Theorem 2.5] Let R be a graded ring and let 0→ P
α−→ N

β
−→ M → 0 be an exact

sequence of graded R-modules. Then:

1. If P is finitely generated and N is weakly uniformly gr-coherent, then M is weakly uniformly
gr-coherent.

2. If M is uniformly gr-coherent and P is weakly uniformly gr-coherent, then N is weakly uni-
formly gr-coherent.
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3. If M is finitely presented and N is weakly uniformly gr-coherent, then P is weakly uniformly
gr-coherent.

Corollary 4.5. [53, Corollary 2.6] If f : M → N is a graded R-module homomorphism and M and N are
weakly uniformly gr-coherent, then so are ker(f ), im(f ) and coker(f ).

The next theorem clarifies the situation for scalar restrictions.

Theorem 4.6. [53, Theorem 2.7] Let φ : R→ S be a graded ring homomorphism making S a finitely
generated graded R-module. Let M be a graded S-module. If M is weakly uniformly gr-coherent
over R, then M is weakly uniformly gr-coherent over S.

This subsection is closed with a result concerning localizations of weakly uniformly gr-coherent
modules.

Proposition 4.7. [53, Proposition 2.8] Let S be a multiplicatively closed set of homogeneous elements of
a graded ring R. If M is a weakly uniformly gr-coherent R-module, then S−1M is a weakly uniformly
gr-coherent S−1R-module.

4.2 Weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings

This subsection defines weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings and provides their properties.

Definition 4.8. [53, Definition 3.1] A graded ring R is called a weakly uniformly gr-coherent ring
if it is weakly uniformly gr-coherent as a graded R-module, that is, if there is a map φ : N → N

such that for every n ∈N, and any nonzero graded R-module homomorphism f :
⊕n

i=1R(−λi)→ R
of degree 0, where λ1,...,λn are degrees in Γ , kerf can be generated by φ(n) elements (not necessary
homogeneous). The map φ is called a uniformity map of R.

The next theorem characterizes weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Theorem 4.9. [53, Theorem 3.2] Let R be a graded ring. The following assertions are equivalent:

1. R is a weakly uniformly gr-coherent ring.

2. There is a map ψ : N → N such that for every n ∈ N, and any homogeneous ideal I of R
generated by n homogeneous elements and any homogeneous element a ∈ R, (I : a) can be
generated by ψ(n) elements.

3. (a) There is an integer s ∈ N such that for every homogeneous element a ∈ R, (0 : a) can be
generated by s elements, and

(b) There is a map χ : N2→N such that for every (n,m) ∈N2, and any homogeneous ideals I
and J of R generated respectively by n andm homogeneous elements, I∩J can be generated
by χ(n,m) elements.

4. (a) There is an integer s ∈ N such that for every homogeneous element a ∈ R, (0 : a) can be
generated by s elements, and
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(b) There is a map χ : N→N such that for every n ∈N, and any homogeneous ideal I of R
generated by n homogeneous elements and any homogeneous element a ∈ R, I ∩aR can be
generated by χ(n) elements.

The next proposition compares the concepts of “weak uniform gr-coherence” and “uniform gr-
coherence” for graded rings.

Proposition 4.10. [53, Proposition 3.5] Every uniformly gr-coherent ring is a weakly uniformly gr-coherent
ring.

The author in [53] was unable to determine whether the converse of Proposition 4.10 is true. How-
ever, he gave some cases where the converse holds true (see Proposition 4.11 and Proposition 4.15).

Proposition 4.11. [53, Proposition 3.6] Let R be a graded ring of finite support. If R is weakly uniformly
gr-coherent, then R is uniformly gr-coherent.

The next proposition presents the relation between the notion of “weak uniform gr-coherence”
and that of “uniform coherence”.

Proposition 4.12. [53, Proposition 3.7] Let R be a graded ring. If R is uniformly coherent, then it is
weakly uniformly gr-coherent.

Every ring R can be graded trivially by Γ , via R0 = R and Rα = 0 for α , 0. It is easy to see
that, for trivially graded rings, the concepts of “weak uniform graded-coherence”, “uniform graded-
coherence” and “uniform coherence” coincide.

Let A be a ring and let {X1, ...,Xn} be indeterminates over A. For m = (m1, ...,mn) ∈ Zn, let Xm =
Xm1

1 ...Xmn
n . Then the Laurent polynomial ring R = A[X1,X

−1
1 , ...,Xn,X

−1
n ] is graded by Z

n, via Rm =
{aXm|a ∈ A} for every m ∈ Z

n. The converse of Proposition 4.12 fails; in fact, there exist (weakly)
uniformly gr-coherent rings which are not uniformly coherent, as shown by the following example.

Example 4.13 ([15, Example 3.4]). Let R = K[X1,X
−1
1 , ...,Xn,X

−1
n ] be the Laurent polynomial ring over

a field K with n indeterminates (n > 2).
Then R is a graded-field so it is (weakly) uniformly gr-coherent; but R is not uniformly coherent.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.3 (3), the next Proposition compares the concepts
of “weak uniform gr-coherence” and “gr-coherence”.

Proposition 4.14. [53, Proposition 3.9] Any weakly uniformly gr-coherent ring is a gr-coherent ring.

The converse of Proposition 4.14 fails: the easiest example is any trivially graded ring which is
coherent but not uniformly coherent; a nontrivially graded example is provided by Example 4.17.

The next proposition determines when the group ring A[X;Γ ] over a ring A, is (weakly uniformly)
gr-coherent.
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Proposition 4.15. [53, Proposition 3.10] Let R = A[X;Γ ] be the group ring of Γ over a ring A graded by
deg(aXα) = α for every 0 , a ∈ A and α ∈ Γ . Then:

1. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) R is a gr-coherent ring.

(b) A is a coherent ring.

2. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) R is a weakly uniformly gr-coherent ring.

(b) R is a uniformly gr-coherent ring.

(c) A is a uniformly coherent ring.

Lemma 4.16. [53, Lemma 3.11] Let R = A[X;Γ ] be the group ring of Γ over a ring A. Then:

1. The extension mapping E : I 7→ IR induces a bijection from the ideals of A to the homogeneous ideals
of R.

2. The following statements are equivalent for an ideal I of A.

(a) IR is generated by n elements of R.

(b) IR is generated by n homogeneous elements of R.

(c) I is generated by n elements of A.

Armed with Proposition 4.15, the author in [53] was able to produce examples of gr-coherent rings
which are not weakly uniformly gr-coherent.

Example 4.17. [53, Example 3.12] If A is a coherent ring which is not uniformly coherent, then the
group ring A[X;Γ ] is gr-coherent but not weakly uniformly gr-coherent.

The following result concerns quotients of weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Theorem 4.18. [53, Theorem 3.13] Let I be a finitely generated homogeneous ideal of a graded ring
R. If R is a weakly uniformly gr-coherent ring, then so is R/I .

The next proposition examines the product of weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Proposition 4.19. [53, Proposition 3.14] Let R1 and R2 be graded rings. Then R1 ×R2 is a weakly uni-
formly gr-coherent ring if and only if so are R1 and R2.

The next result clarifies the situation for direct limits of weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings (see
for instance [18, I, Exercice 12, e), p. 63]).

Theorem 4.20. [53, Theorem 3.15] Let (Rλ)λ∈S be a direct system of graded rings and R := lim−−→Rλ.
Assume that R is a flat Rλ-module for all λ ∈ S. If the Rλ’s are weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings
with the same uniformity map χ, then so is R.
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Let {X1, ...,Xd} be indeterminates over a ring R. For m = (m1, ...,md) ∈Nd , let Xm = Xm1
1 ...Xmd

d . Then

the polynomial ring S = R[X1, ...,Xd] is graded by Z, via Sn =
{∑

m∈Nd amX
m
∣∣∣∣∣am ∈ R and

∑d
i=1mi = n

}
for n ≥ 0 and Sn = 0 for n < 0.

Corollary 4.21. [53, Corollary 3.16] Let R be a ring and let {X1,X2, ...} be indeterminates over R. If
the polynomial rings R[X1, ...,Xd], d a positive integer, are weakly uniformly gr-coherent with the same
uniformity map, then so is the polynomial ring R[X1,X2, ...].

This subsection is closed by a result about localisations of weakly uniformly gr-coherent rings.

Proposition 4.22. [53, Proposition 3.17] Let S be a multiplicatively closed set of homogeneous elements
of a graded ring R. If R is a weakly uniformly gr-coherent ring, then so is S−1R.

5 On Graded Coherent-like properties in Trivial ring extensions

LetA be a ring and let E be anA-module. We can make Cartesian productR := A×E into a ring with
respect to componentwise addition and multiplication defined by (a1, e1)(a2, e2) := (a1a2, a1e2 + a2e1).
This is a commutative ring with identity (1,0), called the idealization of E or the trivial extension ofA
by E, denoted by A ∝ E. Note that A naturally embeds into A ∝ E via a→ (a,0). If N is a submodule
of E, then 0 ∝ N is a nilpotent ideal of A ∝ E, and that (A ∝ E)/(0 ∝ E) ≃ A. Idealization of a
module was introduced by Nagata [46]. We usually use trivial extension to reduce results concerning
submodules to the ideal case, generalizing results from ring to modules and constructing examples
of commutative rings with zero divisors. An excellent introduction to the subject is [36] and an
excellent summary of work done on trivial extension can be found in [8]. See, for instance [1, 13, 28,
31, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 54].

The construction of trivial extension has many generalizations, see e.g., [7, 59, 60]. Among these
generalizations, we have the graded trivial extension. The notion of graded trivial extension, for
rings graded by N, was introduced by Nagata [46, Exercice 1, page 24], or also as a theorem by
Anderson [8, Theorem 4.5]. And recently in [59] for rings graded by an abelien group. Let G be
a commutative monoid, A = ⊕α∈GAα be a graded ring and E = ⊕α∈GEα a graded A-module. Then
R = A ∝ E = ⊕α∈GRα is a graded ring where Rα := Aα ⊕Eα. In this section, unless otherwise stated, all
the results are taken from [10], in the first section, the authors improved some results on the graded
idealization and they characterized some homogeneous properties of R in terms of those of A and
E. Then, in another subsequent section, they introduced the notions of graded-v-coherent, graded-
quasi coherent and graded-finite conductor rings. Then they studied the transfer of these properties
to the graded idealization.

5.1 On the graded trivial extension ring

The following result is an extension of a result given in [59, Proposition 3.1] to the context of rings
graded by a commutative grading monoid G.

Proposition 5.1. [10, Proposition 2] Let A = ⊕α∈GAα be a graded ring and E = ⊕α∈GEα a graded A-
module. Then R := A ∝ E the trivial extension of A by E is a graded ring R = ⊕α∈GRα where Rα = (A ∝
E)α := Aα ⊕Eα.
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In [8], the homogeneous ideals of A ∝ E are the ideals of the form I ∝ N where I is an ideal
of R, N is a submodule of E, and IE ⊆ N respecting to its natural N-grading with (A ∝ E)0 = A ⊕ 0,
(A ∝ E)1 = 0⊕E and (A ∝ E)n = 0 for n ≥ 2 which can also be viewed as a Z2-grading since (0⊕E)2 = 0.
The next result characterizes certain homogeneous ideals in the graded trivial extension rings graded
by an arbirary grading commutative monoid G.

Theorem 5.2. [10, Theorem 1] Let A be a graded ring, I an ideal of A, E a graded A-module and N a
submodule of E. Then I ∝N is a homogeneous ideal of A ∝ E if and only if I is a homogeneous ideal
of A, N is a homogeneous submodule of E and IE ⊆N. When I ∝N is a homogeneous ideal, E/N is a
graded A/I-module and (A ∝ E)/(I ∝N ) � (A/I) ∝ (E/N ) is a graded ring isomorphism. In particular,
(A ∝ E)/(0 ∝ N ) � A ∝ (E/N ) is a graded ring isomorphism and therefore (A ∝ E)/(0 ∝ E) � A is a
graded ring isomorphism. So the homogeneous ideals of A ∝ E containing 0 ∝ E are of the form J ∝ E
for some homogeneous ideal J of A.

Note that Proposition 3.3 in [59] characterizes the homogeneous-maximal and the homogeneous-
prime ideals of A ∝ E under the assumption that G is a group. The next result improves this Propo-
sition by taking G a grading commutative monoid (not necessarily a group), and characterizes the
homogeneous-maximal, the homogeneous-prime and the homogeneous-radical ideals of the graded
trivial extension ring.

Theorem 5.3. [10, Theorem 2] Let A be a graded ring, E a graded A-module and R := A ∝ E the
graded trivial extension of A by E.

1. The homogeneous-maximal ideals of R have the form M ∝ E where M is a homogeneous-
maximal ideal of A.

2. The homogeneous-prime ideals of R have the form P ∝ E where P is a homogeneous-prime
ideal of A.

3. The homogeneous-radical ideals of R have the form I ∝ E where I is a homogeneous-radical
ideal of A.

The next result determines the homogeneous units and the homogeneous idempotents for the
graded trivial extension.

Proposition 5.4. [10, Proposition 5] Assume that the grading monoid G is a group. Let A be a graded
ring and E a graded A-module. Then the homogeneous units of A ∝ E are U (A ∝ E)∩ h(A ∝ E) = (U (A) ∝
E)∩ h(A ∝ E) and the homogeneous idempotents of A ∝ E are Id(A ∝ E)∩ h(A ∝ E) = Id(A0) ∝ 0.

The following theorem determines when A ∝ E is gr-Noetherian.

Theorem 5.5. [10, Theorem 3] Assume that the grading monoid G is a cancellative torsionfree
monoid. Let A be a graded ring and E a graded A-module. Then A ∝ E is gr-Noetherian, if and
only if A is gr-Noetherian, and E is finitely generated.

The next theorem characterises the graded-coherence in the graded trivial extension ring in the
case where G is a group. Recall that a graded ring R is said to be graded-coherent if every finitely
genereted homogeneous ideal is finitely presented.
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Theorem 5.6. [10, Theorem 4] Assume that the grading monoid G is a group. Let (A,M) be a local
graded ring and E a graded A-module with ME = 0. Let R := A ∝ E be the graded trivial extension
ring of A by E. Then R is graded-coherent if and only if A is graded-coherent,M is finitely generated,
and E is an (A/M)-vector space of finite rank.

To prove this Theorem, the authors established the following lemma which is the graded version
of lemma 2.7 in [37].

Lemma 5.7. [10, Lemma 1] Assume that the grading monoid G is a group. Let (A,M) be a local graded
ring and E a graded A-module with ME = 0. Let R := A ∝ E be the graded trivial extension ring of A by
E. (0 : c) is a finitely generated homogeneous ideal of R for each homogeneous element c ∈ R if and only
if (0 : a) is a finitely generated homogeneous ideal of A for each homogeneous element a ∈ A, M is finitely
generated, and E is an (A/M)-vector space of finite rank.

Proposition 5.8. [10, Proposition 6] Let A1 and A2 be two graded rings, and let Ei be a graded Ai-module,
i = 1,2. Then (A1 ×A2) ∝ (E1 ×E2) � (A1 ∝ E1)× (A2 ∝ E2) is a graded ring isomorphism.

Recall from [60] that the notion of trivial extension can be generalized to what is called a semi-
trivial extension. Let A be a ring, E an A-module, and ϕ : E ⊗A E→ A an A-module homomorphism
satisfying ϕ (e⊗ e′) = ϕ (e′ ⊗ e) and ϕ (e⊗ e′)e′′ = eϕ (e′ ⊗ e′′). Then A ∝ϕ E = A ⊕ E with coordinate-
wise addition and multiplication defined by (a,e) (a′ , e′) = (aa′ +ϕ (e⊗ e′) , ae′ + a′e) is a commutative
ring, called a semi-trivial extension of A by E. For ϕ = 0, we have trivial extension. See [60] for more
details. The next result introduce the notion of graded semi-trivial extension and show that it is a
graded ring.

Theorem 5.9. [10, Theorem 5] Let A be a graded ring, E a graded A-module, and ϕ : E ⊗A E →
A a graded A-module homomorphism of degree 0 satisfying ϕ (e⊗ e′) = ϕ (e′ ⊗ e) and ϕ (e⊗ e′)e′′ =
eϕ (e′ ⊗ e′′). Then R := A ∝ϕ E the semi-trivial extension of A by E is a graded ring R = ⊕α∈GRα where
Rα = (A ∝ϕ E)α := Aα ⊕Eα.

5.2 Graded-v-coherent rings

Let A be a graded ring, and let Q(A) denote the total ring of quotients of A and H the saturated
multiplicative set of nonzero regular homogeneous elements of A. Then, by extending some defini-
tions in [3] to the case where rings are with zerodivisors, AH , called the homogeneous total ring of
quotients of A, is a ring graded by ⟨G⟩, where AH = ⊕α∈⟨G⟩ (AH )α with:

(AH )α =
{a
b
| a ∈ Aβ ,b a regular element of Aγ and β −γ = α} .

If A is a graded integral domain (An integral domain graded by G), then AH is called the homo-
geneous quotient field of A. Clearly, every nonzero homogeneous element of AH is invertible and
(AH )0 is a field. A fractional ideal I of A is called a homogeneous fractional ideal of A if I ⊆ AH and
I = ⊕α∈⟨G⟩ (I ∩ (AH )α); equivalently, if I = 1

s J for some regular element s ∈ H and some homogeneous
integral ideal J of A, see [3, Proposition 2.4]. It is easy to see that a homogeneous principal fractional
ideal of A has the form xA for some homogeneous element x of AH . Given two nonzero fractional
ideals I , J . The set {x ∈ T | xJ ⊆ I}, where T is an overring of A, is a fractional ideal and denoted by
(I :T J). If T =Q(A), the subscriptQ(A) will usually be omitted. The fractional ideal (A : I) is denoted

by I−1 and (A : (A : I)) =
(
I−1

)−1
by Iv . Also, I is called invertible if II−1 = A, divisorial ideal or v-ideal

if I = Iv and v-finite if Iv = Jv (or, equivalently, if I−1 = J−1) for some finitely generated fractional
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ideal J of A. Recall from [37] that a ring A is called v-coherent if (0 : a) and ∩1≤i≤nAai are v-finite
ideals of A for any finite set of elements a and a1, · · · , an of A.

The following result extends Proposition 2.5 in [3] to the case where rings are with zerodivisors.

Proposition 5.10. [10, Proposition 7] Let A be a graded ring and H the saturated multiplivative set of
regular homogeneous elements of A. If I and J are two regular homogeneous fractional ideals, then (I : J)
is also a homogeneous fractional ideal and (I : J) = (I :AH J). In particular, if I is a regular homogeneous
fractional ideal, then so are I−1 and Iv .

Definition 5.11. [10, Definition 1] Let A be a graded ring and I be a fractional ideal. I is called
homogeneous-v-finite ideal if Iv = Jv (which is equivalent to I−1 = J−1) for some finitely generated
homogeneous fractional ideal J of A.

Definition 5.12. [10, Definition 2] Let A be a graded ring. A is called graded-v-coherent ring if (0 : a)
and ∩1≤i≤nAai are homogeneous-v-finite ideals for any finite set of homogeneous elements a and
a1, · · · , an of A.

Obviously, every v-coherent graded ring is a graded-v-coherent ring which gives us the first and
easiest example of graded-v-coherent rings.

Example 5.13. [10, Example 2] Let (A,M) be any local graded ring with M2 = 0. Then A is a graded-
v-coherent ring.

Proposition 5.14. [10, Proposition 8] Let A be a graded ring, and let consider the following statements:

1. I−1 is homogeneous-v-finite for any finitely generated homogeneous fractional ideal I of A.

2. Iv ∩ Jv is homogeneous-v-finite for any two finitely generated homogeneous fractional ideals I and J
of A.

3.
⋂

1≤i≤nAai is homogeneous-v-finite for any finite set of homogeneous elements a1, . . . , an of A.

Then (1)⇒ (2). Moreover, if A is a graded integral domain, Then the three assertions are equivalent,
which each of them characterizes the graded-v-coherence in graded integral domains.

The next result characterizes the graded-v-coherence in the graded trivial extension of a graded
integral domain by its homogeneous quotient field.

Theorem 5.15. [10, Theorem 6] Assume that the grading monoid G is a group. Let A be a graded
integral domain which is not a field, AH its homogeneous quotient field graded by G and let R := A ∝
AH be the graded trivial extension of A by AH , then R is a graded-v-coherent ring if and only if A is
graded-v-coherent.
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Definition 5.16. [10, Definition 3] LetA be a graded ring. ThenA is said to be graded-quasi-coherent

(resp., graded-finite conductor) if (0 : a) and
n⋂
i=1
Aai (resp., Ab ∩Ac) are finitely generated for every

finite set of homogeneous elements a,a1, a2, . . . , an (resp., b,c) of A.

Proposition 5.17. [10, Proposition 9] Let (A,M) be a graded-local ring with M2 = 0. The following
statements are equivalent.

1. A is a graded-coherent ring.

2. A is a graded-quasi-coherent ring.

3. A is a graded-finite conductor ring.

4. (0 : a) is finitely generated for every homogeneous element a of A.

5. M is finitely generated.

Theorem 5.18. [10, Theorem 7] Assume that the grading monoid G is a group. Let (A,M) be a local
graded ring and E a graded A-module with ME = 0. Let R = A ∝ E be the graded trivial extension.
The following statements are equivalent.

1. R is a graded-quasi-coherent (respectively, graded-finite conductor) ring.

2. A is a graded-quasi-coherent (respectively, graded-finite conductor) ring, M is finitely gener-
ated and E is an (A/M)-vector space of finite rank.

6 Commutative graded-n-coherent and graded valuation rings

Let R = ⊕α∈GRα be a commutative ring with unity graded by an arbitrary grading commutative
monoid G. In this section, unless otherwise stated, all the results are taken from [11], were the au-
thors generalized several facts on n-coherent rings to graded-n-coherent rings. In the last section,
the authors provided necessary and sufficient conditions for the graded trivial extension ring to be a
graded-valuation ring.

If n is a nonnegative integer, we say that an R-module M is n-presented if there is an exact se-
quence Fn→ Fn−1→ . . .→ F0→M→ 0 of R-modules in which each Fi , is finitely generated and free.
(Here we follow the terminology of [23]; in [62], such M is said to "have a finite n-presentation"). In
particular, "0-presented" means finitely generated and "1-presented" means finitely presented. Fol-
lowing [18], we let λ(M) = λR(M) = sup{n | M is an n-presented R-module}, so that 0 ≤ λ(M) ≤ ∞;
the properties of the function λ are recalled in Lemma 6.3. Classically, the “n-presented" concept
allows both ideal-theoretic and module-theoretic approaches to coherent rings. Indeed (cf. [18], p.
63, Exercise 12), a ring R is said to be coherent if each finitely generated ideal is finitely presented;
equivalently if each finitely presented R-module is 2-presented.

Let n be a positive integer. Recall from [26] that R is n-coherent ring if each (n−1)-presented ideal
of R is n-presented. Thus, the 1-coherent rings are just the coherent rings. Note that each Bezout (for
instance, valuation) domain R is n-coherent for each n ≥ 1; indeed, each (n− 1)-presented ideal of R
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is principal and hence infinitely-presented (in the obvious sense). Moreover, each Noetherian ring is
n-coherent for any n ≥ 1. An excellent summary of works done on n-coherence can be found in [26].
Accordingly, like it was done in [26], the authors in [11] used the λ-function to introduce both ideal
and module theoretic approaches to “graded-n-coherence" for any positive integer n.

6.1 Graded-n-coherent modules

Definition 6.1. [11, Definition 2.1] Let R be a graded ring and let n be a positive integer, we say that
a graded R-module M is a graded-n-coherent module if M is n-presented and each (n−1)-presented
homogeneous submodule of M is n-presented.

It follows from [14] that the graded-1-coherent modules are just the “graded-coherent modules".

Remark 6.2. [11, Remark 2.2] Let R be a graded ring and let n be a positive integer. Then following
assertions hold true:

1. Every (n−1)-presented homogeneous submodule of a graded-n-coherent R-module is a graded-
n-coherent R-module.

2. Any n-coherent graded R-module is a graded-n-coherent R-module.

For reference purposes, it will be helpful to recall the following elementry result which summa-
rizes some properties of λ.

Lemma 6.3. [18, p.61, Exercise 6] Let R be a ring and let 0→ P → N →M → 0 be an exact sequence of
R-modules. Then:

1. λ(N ) ≥ inf{λ(P ),λ(M)}

2. λ(M) ≥ inf{λ(N ),λ(P ) + 1}

3. λ(P ) ≥ inf {λ(N ),λ(M)− 1}

4. If N = P ⊕M then λ(N ) = inf {λ(M),λ(P )}.

Theorem 6.4. [11, Theorem 2.4] Let R be a graded ring and let 0→ P
u→ N

v→ M → 0 be an exact
sequence of graded R-modules.

(1) If λ(P ) ≥ n − 1, N is a graded-n-coherent module and v has a cancellable degree then M is a
graded-n-coherent module.

(2) If λ(M) ≥ n and N is a graded-n-coherent module, then P is a graded-n-coherent module.

Theorem 6.5. [11, Theorem 2.5] Let m ≥ n be positive integer and let M0
u1→M1

u2→M2 → ·· ·
um→Mm

be an exact sequence of graded-n-coherent R-modules such that the degree of every ui is cancellable.
Then Im(ui) ,Ker(ui) and Coker(ui) are graded-n-coherent R-modules for each i = 1,2, . . . ,m.
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Theorem 6.6. [11, Theorem 2.6] LetM be a graded R-module and I be a homogeneous ideal of R such
that IM = 0. Let n ≥ 1 and let the canonical graded ring homomorphism R→ R/I satisfy λR(R/I) ≥ n.
Then M is graded-n-coherent as a graded R/I-module if and only if M is graded-n-coherent as a
graded R-module.

To prove this theorem, the authors first had established the following three Lemmas.

Lemma 6.7. [11, Lemma 2.7] Let R→ S be a graded ring homomorphism such that λR(S) ≥ n and let M
be an n-presented graded S-module. Then M is an n-presented graded R-module

Lemma 6.8. [11, Lemma 2.8] Let R→ S be a graded ring homomorphism such that λR(S) ≥ n − 1 and
let M be a graded S-module. If M is n-presented as a graded R-module, then it is n-presented as a graded
S-module.

Lemma 6.9. [11, Lemma 2.9] Let R→ S be a graded ring homomorphism such that λR(S) ≥ n− 1 and let
M be a graded S-module. If M is graded-n-coherent as a graded R-module, then it is graded-n-coherent as
a graded S-module.

Remark 6.10. [11, Remark 2.10] Let the canonical graded ring homomorphism R → R/I satisfy
λR(R/I) ≥ n−1, and letM be a graded R-module such that IM = 0, where I is a homogeneous ideal of
R. If M is graded-n-coherent as a graded R-module, then it is graded-n-coherent as an R/I-module
by Lemma 6.9.

Theorem 6.11. [11, Theorem 2.11] Let R→ S be a graded ring homomorphism making S a faithfully
flat R-module and let M be a graded R-module. If M ⊗R S is a graded-n-coherent S-module, then M
is a graded-n-coherent R-module.

6.2 Graded-n-coherent rings

Definition 6.12. [11, Definition 3.1] A graded ring R is called graded-n-coherent if it is graded-
n-coherent as a graded R-module, that is, if each (n − 1)-presented homogeneous ideal of R is n-
presented.

Remark 6.13. [11, Remark 3.2] Obviously, every n-coherent graded ring is a graded-n-coherent ring.
The converse is not true in general, example 3.2 in [14] gives an example of graded-1-coherent ring
which is not 1-coherent.

The next result shows that we have already many examples of graded-n-coherent rings.

Example 6.14. [11, Example 3.3]

1. Every graded-valuation domain is a graded-n-coherent ring for each n ≥ 1, see [4].
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2. Every graded-Noetherian ring is a graded-n-coherent for each n ≥ 1, see [20].

Proposition 6.15. [11, Proposition 3.4] Let R be a graded-n-coherent ring and let I be an (n−1)-presented
homogeneous ideal of R. Then R/I is a graded-n-coherent ring.

Remark 6.16. [11, Remark 3.5] The case n = 1 recovers the known fact that if I is a finitely gener-
ated homogeneous ideal of a graded-1-coherent ring R, then R/I is a graded-1-coherent ring ([14],
Theorem 3.7(1)).

Theorem 6.17. [11, Theorem 3.7] Let (Ri)i=1,2,...,m be a family of graded rings. Then
∏m
i=1Ri is a

graded-n-coherent ring if and only if Ri is a graded-n-coherent ring, for each i = 1, . . . ,m.

To establish this Theorem, the authors had proved the following Lemma.

Lemma 6.18. [11, Lemma 3.8] Let R1 and R2 be two graded rings. Then Ri is an infinitely presented
homogeneous ideal of R1 ×R2, for i = 1,2

6.3 Graded-valuation property in graded trivial extension

Assume that the grading monoid G is torsionless, that is a commutative, cancellative monoid and
the quotient group ofG is a torionfree abelian group. LetA be a graded ring, and letH denote the sat-
urated multiplicative set of regular homogeneous elements ofA. Then, by extending some definitions
to the case where rings are with zero divisors, AH , called the homogeneous total ring of quotients of
A, is a ring graded by ⟨G⟩, whereAH =⊕α∈⟨G⟩ (AH )α with (AH )α =

{
a
b | a ∈ Aβ ,b a regular element of Aγ

and β −γ = α}. If A is a graded integral domain (An integral domain graded by G), then AH is called
the homogeneous quotient field of A. Clearly, every nonzero homogeneous element of AH is invert-
ible and (AH )0 is a field. We say that A is a graded-valuation ring (gr-valuation ring for short) if either
x ∈ A or x−1 ∈ A for every nonzero homogeneous element x ∈ AH . Recall that if A is a graded ring and
E is a graded A-module, then A ∝ E is a graded ring where A ∝ E = ⊕α∈G(A ∝ E)α = ⊕α∈G(Aα ⊕ Eα).
This section gives a result of the transfer of gr-valuation property to graded trivial extension ring.
We begin with the following result extending Theorem 1.2 in [4] to the case where rings are with
zero divisors and which characterizes gr-valuation rings.

Theorem 6.19. [11, Theorem 4.1] Let A = ⊕α∈GAα be a graded ring. The following statements are
equivalent:

1. A is a gr-valuation ring.

2. Either a | b or b | a for every nonzero homogeneous elements a,b ∈ A, one at least of which is
regular.

3. Every pair of homogeneous (fractional) ideals of A, one at least of which is regular, are totally
ordered under inclusion.

4. Every pair of principal homogeneous ideals of A, one at least of which is regular, are totally
ordered under inclusion.
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Definition 6.20. [11, Definition 4.3] Let A be a graded ring, a graded A-module E is said to be
graded-uniserial (gr-uniserial for short) if the set of its homogeneous submodules is totally ordered
by inclusion.

The next result gives a characterization for the graded trivial extension to be a gr-valuation ring.
Note that here the assumption “G is a torsionfree abelian group" is necessary since the grading
monoid of A and E must be the same and the fact that its "torsion-freeness" is used by Lemma 6.22.

Theorem 6.21. [11, Theorem 4.4] Assume that the grading monoid is a torsionfree abelian group. Let
A be a graded ring and E a nonzero graded A-module. Let R := A ∝ E be the graded trivial extension
ring of A by E. Assume that E is a torsionfree graded A-module. Then R is a gr-valuation ring if
and only if A is a gr-valuation domain and E is isomorphic to AH , the homogeneous quotient field of
fractions of A.

To prove Theorem 6.21, the authors had established the following lemma.

Lemma 6.22. [11, Lemma 4.5] Assume that the grading monoid is a torsionfree abelian group. Let A be a
graded ring, E be a nonzero graded A-module, and R := A ∝ E be the graded trivial extension ring of A by
E. If R is a gr-valuation ring, then A is a gr-valuation domain and E is a gr-uniserial A-module.

The previous Theorem enriches the literature with new examples of gr-valuation rings.

Example 6.23. [11, Example 4.6] Let K be a field graded by an arbitrary torsionfree group. Let KH
be its homogeneous quotient field of fractions. Then the trivial ring extension of K by KH , K ∝ KH is
a gr-valuation ring.

The next theorem characterizes the gr-valuation property in the graded trivial extension rings in
a general case. Recall from [47, page 179] that a graded A-module is said to be gr-divisible if ax = b
with a ∈ h(A), b ∈ h(E) has a solution in E.

Theorem 6.24. [11, Theorem 4.8] Assume that the grading monoid is a torsionfree abelian group.
Let A be a graded ring and E be a nonzero graded A-module. Then R := A ∝ E is a gr-valuation ring
if and only if A is a gr-valuation domain and E a gr-divisible gr-uniserial A-module.

7 Commutative Graded-S-coherent rings

Recently, motivated by Anderson and Dumitrescu’s S-finiteness, Bennis and El Hajoui introduced
the notion of S-coherent rings which is the S-version of coherent rings. Let R be a ring, M an R-
module and S a multiplicatively closed subset of R. Then M is called S-finite if there exists a finitely
generated submodule N of M such that sM ⊆ N for some s ∈ S. This notion was introduced by
Anderson and Dumitrescu, see [6]. According to [17], E is called an S-finitely presented R-module if
there exist an exact sequence 0→ F1→ F0→ E→ 0 of R-modules such that F0 is a finitely generated
free R-module and F1 is S-finite. Any finitely presented R-module is an S-finitely presented R-
module; while the converse is false in general (for more results and details, the reader can refer to
[17, Section 2]). A finitely generated R-module M is said to be an S-coherent R-module if every
finitely generated R-submodule of M is an S-finitely presented R-module; and a ring R is said to be
an S-coherent ring if R is S-coherent as an R-module. In this Section 7, unless otherwise stated, all
the results are taken from [12], where the authors introduced and studied the notions of graded-S-
coherent rings and graded-S-coherent modules (over an arbitrary graded ring).
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Definition 7.1. [12, Definition 3.1] A graded R-module M is said to be graded-S-coherent, if it is
finitely generated and every finitely generated homogeneous submodule ofM is S-finitely presented.
And a graded ring R is said to be graded-S-coherent, if it is graded-S-coherent as a graded R-module;
that is, if every finitely generated homogeneous ideal of R is S-finitely presented.

The next remark collects some immediate classes of graded-S-coherent modules and rings.

Remark 7.2. [12, Remark 3.2] Let R be a graded ring. Then the following statements hold true:
(1) Every finitely generated homogeneousR-submodule of a graded-S-coherentR-module is graded-

S-coherent.
(2) Recall from [14] that a graded R-module M is said to be graded-coherent if it is finitely gener-

ated and every finitely generated homogeneous submodule of M is finitely presented. Clearly, any
graded-coherent R-module is a graded-S-coherent R-module since every finitely presented module
is S-finitely presented. Hence, the following rings are graded-S-coherent: graded-Noetherian ring
([20]), graded-valuation domain ([4]) and graded Prüfer domain ([5]).

(3) Obviously, every S-coherent graded R-module is a graded-S-coherent R-module and every S-
coherent graded ring is a graded-S-coherent ring. But the converse is not true in general, as shown
by the following example.

Example 7.3. [12, Example 3.3] If A is a countable direct product of Q [[t,u]]’s, consider the polyno-
mial ring graded by N via (A [X])n = AXn for every n ∈N, and let S = {1}. Then A [X] is graded-S-
coherent but not S-coherent.

The following result studies the behavior of graded-S-coherence of graded modules in short exact
sequences. It is the graded version of [17, Proposition 3.2].

Proposition 7.4. [12, Proposition 3.4] Let 0 −→ P
α−→ N

β
−→ M −→ 0 be an exact sequence of graded

R-modules. Then the following statements hold:
1. If P is finitely generated, N is graded-S-coherent and β has a cancellable degree, then M is graded-S-

coherent.
2. If M is graded-coherent, P is graded-S-coherent and α has a cancellable degree, then N is graded-S-

coherent.
3. If N is graded-S-coherent and P is finitely generated, then P is graded-S-coherent.

Remark 7.5. [12, Remark 3.5] 1. Let G be an abelian group, R be a graded ring and S be a mul-
tiplicatively closed subset of R0. Then, recall from [41], that R is said to be graded-S-Noetherian
if every homogeneous ideal of R is S-finite. Note that every graded-S-Noetherian ring is graded-S-
coherent. Indeed, this follows by applying [17, Proposition 2.3] and from the fact that when R is
graded-S-Noetherian, every finitely generated graded R-module is graded-S-Noetherian.

The next definition generalizes the definition given in [41].

Definition 7.6. [12, Definition 3.6] Let R be a graded ring and S a multiplicatively closed subset of
homogeneous elements of R (not necessarily of R0). Then, R is said to be graded-S-Noetherian if
every homogeneous ideal of R is S-finite.
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The next result presents the graded version of Proposition 2(f ) in [6]. For an ideal I of R, IRS ∩R
means the S-saturation of I .

Proposition 7.7. [12, Proposition 3.7] LetG be a group, R be a graded ring and S ⊆ R be a multiplicatively
closed subset of homogeneous elements of R. Then, R is graded-S-Noetherian if and only if RS is graded-
Noetherian and for every finitely generated homogeneous ideal I of R, IRS ∩R = (I : s) for some s ∈ S.

The following proposition investigates the behavior of the graded-S-coherence under some change
of rings.

Proposition 7.8. [12, Proposition 3.8] Let φ : R −→ L be a graded ring homomorphism, M be a graded
L-module and S be a multiplicatively subset of homogeneous elements of R such that 0 < φ(S). If the graded
R-module L is finitely generated and M is graded-S-coherent as an R-module, then M is graded-φ(S)-
coherent as an L-module.

Proposition 7.9. [12, Proposition 3.9] Let R be a graded ring, I be an S-finite homogeneous ideal of R
where S is a multiplicatively closed subset of homogeneous elements of R and M be a graded R/I-module.
Assume that I ∩ S = ∅ so that V := {s + I ∈ R/I ;s ∈ S} is a multiplicatively closed subset of homogeneous
elements of R/I . Then the following statements hold true:

1. M is graded-V -coherent as an R/I-module if and only if it is graded-S-coherent as an R-module.
2. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of R, if R is graded-S-coherent ring, then R/I is graded-V -coherent

ring. The converse holds if R/I is a graded-coherent ring and I is graded-S-coherent as an R-module.

The following theorem clarifies the situation for the product of graded-S-coherent modules.

Theorem 7.10. [12, Theorem 3.10] LetMi be a graded Ri-module and Si a multiplicatively closed set
of homogeneous elements of Ri for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Suppose that R = R1 ×R2 × · · · ×Rn, M = M1 ×M2 ×
· · · ×Mn and S = S1 × S2 × · · · × Sn. The following statements are equivalent.

1. M is a graded-S-coherent R-module.
2. Mi is a graded-Si-coherent Ri-module for each i = 1,2, . . . ,n.

As a consequence of the previous theorem, we have the following result.

Corollary 7.11. [12, Corollary 3.11] Let R =
∏n
i=1Ri be a direct product of graded rings Ri(n ∈N) and

S =
∏n
i=1Si be a cartesian product of multiplicatively closed sets Si of homogeneous elements of Ri . Then,

R is graded-S-coherent if and only if Ri is graded-Si-coherent for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.

Remark 7.12. [12, Remark 3.12] (1). As a particular case of Remark 7.2(2), any graded-coherent
ring is a graded-S-coherent ring, see [14]. The converse is not true in general. Consider the graded
ring A = Z ∝ (Z2)(N) with its natural Z2-grading; A0 = Z ∝ 0 and A1 = 0 ∝ (Z2)(N) and consider
the multiplicative set of homogeneous elements S = {2n : n ∈N} ∝ 0. Since (2,0) is a homogeneous
element and (0 : (2,0)) = 0 ∝ (Z2)(N) is not a finitely generated ideal, then, according to [14, Theorem
3.3] A is not graded-coherent. Then (2,0)I is finitely generated for any homogeneous ideal I of A.
Hence, A is graded-S-Noetherian and so graded-S-coherent by Remark 7.5.

(2). Recall from [17, Remark 3.4(3)] that if M is an S-finitely presented R-module, then MS is a
finitely presented RS-module. Thus, if R is a graded-S-coherent ring, RS is a graded-coherent ring.
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The following theorem is the graded version of the S-counterpart of the classical Chase’s result
[24, Theorem 2.2]. For reference purpose, it will be helpful to recall the following elementry lemma.

Lemma 7.13. [31, Lemma 2.3.1] Let R be a ring, let I = (u1,u2, . . . ,ur ) be a finitely generated ideal of
R(r ∈ N) and let a ∈ R. Set J = I +Ra. Let F be a free module on generators x1,x2, . . . ,xr+1 and let 0 −→

K −→ F
f
−→ J −→ 0, be an exact sequence with f (xi) = ui(1 ≤ i ≤ r) and f (xr+1) = a. Then there exists an

exact sequence 0 −→ K ∩F′ −→ K
g
→ (I : a) −→ 0, where F′ =

⊕r
i=1Rxi .

Theorem 7.14. [12, Theorem 3.14] Let R be a graded ring. The following assertions are equivalent:
1. R is graded-S-coherent.
2. (I : a) is an S-finite ideal of R, for every finitely generated homogeneous ideal I of R and for

every homogeneous element a ∈ R.
3. (0 : a) is an S-finite ideal of R for every homogeneous element a ∈ R and the intersection of two

finitely generated homogeneous ideals of R is an S-finite ideal of R.

Recall from [48] that a homogeneous ideal M of a graded ring R is said to be a homogeneous-
maximal ideal if it is maximal among proper homogeneous ideals; equivalently, if every nonzero
homogeneous element of R/M is invertible. A graded ring is said to be graded-local if it has a unique
homogeneous-maximal ideal.

Proposition 7.15. [12, Proposition 3.15] Assume that the grading monoid G is cancellative and let (R,M)
be a graded-local ring such that M2 = 0. Let S be a multiplicatively closed set of homogeneous elements of
R. Then the following statements are equivalent.

1. R is a graded-S-coherent ring.
2. (0 : x) is an S-finite ideal for every homogeneous element x ∈ R.
3. M is S-finite.

We end this section with the following result which studies the transfer of graded-S-coherence
under localizations.

Proposition 7.16. [12, Proposition 3.16] Assume that the grading monoid G is a group and let R be a
graded ring. If R is a graded-S-coherent ring, then RV is a graded-SV -coherent ring for every multiplicative
set V of homogeneous elements of R.
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